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So this game was going to get a pass but with how early access games are comming out as "finished products" (dont lie to me
about this any more, you know its true) i cant overlook flaws anymore. This game dose start out pritty charming and the monster
fights are pritty neat and varied, but after a while the RNG battles start wearing reeeally hard on the patience, mainly around the
pirate ship level, where i feel every 5 steps you get another encounter, INCLUDING while your TRYING TO SOLVE
PUZZLES. This is VERY irritating. I also know this is early access, but sometimes i feel some parts glitch out, making me
worry that progression might be impossible in some areas, havent had that happen yet, but it dose feel a constant worry. (Though
havent had that yet) BUT that also brings the point of mechanics, resetting themself in the dungeon, nice to know progress resets
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when i go out, save, restock, come back, and progress is lost. Wait a while on this.. Classic, simple retro RPG, with little to note
Well, to the games credit, it also has some bits of character sprinkled on top, such as the fact that no one dies in the game.
Instead, they surrunder and leave you. Sometimes, they come back and give you money or loot, as opposed to you just killing
them asd snatching your loot off their dead bodies. By saying Retro, I mean, it's retro in every sense. it even dialog is beyond
simplistic and straitforward, with random people regularly just giving you hints strait away. I actually like this. Just basic
adventure RPG gameplay with no strings attached, where the combat system is very simple.. It's a nice little RPG.. It definitely
had that old timey game feel. The art is very good and the music is quite nice.. Fun little retro RPG with well made puzzles and
sweet music. The dev is quick to respond and fix problems people may have. It may be a little tricky for some but with enough
persistence you'll be sure to find your way.. So this game was going to get a pass but with how early access games are comming
out as "finished products" (dont lie to me about this any more, you know its true) i cant overlook flaws anymore. This game
dose start out pritty charming and the monster fights are pritty neat and varied, but after a while the RNG battles start wearing
reeeally hard on the patience, mainly around the pirate ship level, where i feel every 5 steps you get another encounter,
INCLUDING while your TRYING TO SOLVE PUZZLES. This is VERY irritating. I also know this is early access, but
sometimes i feel some parts glitch out, making me worry that progression might be impossible in some areas, havent had that
happen yet, but it dose feel a constant worry. (Though havent had that yet) BUT that also brings the point of mechanics,
resetting themself in the dungeon, nice to know progress resets when i go out, save, restock, come back, and progress is lost.
Wait a while on this.. So I've only played the first hour of this game, but I will update my review as I see fit. This game leaves a
hell of a first impression. Anyone who is a fan of early JRPGs like Dragon quest will immediately fall in love with the game's
simple turn based combat system. The story thus far has been intriguing, and the sprite work and music have fit the sort of
mysterious tone that the game presents you with early. All in all, a VERY strong start for what I believe will be a very good
game.. I've been with this game for a while now and I just have to say that I absolutely love it. Lots of games can get that retro
style down so well but not many get that feeling down quite as well as this game. Fun, imaginative, and totally worth the play
through.. Its an good game its old school herd if you into that then buy it ^^. Ok Gotta say if you are a fan of retro style games
this will be in your wheelhouse of press the buy button. Its forward and to the point, but doesn't hold your hand either. Just like
those games back in the day. Very remenicent of Dragon warrior. But one of the best things is the Dev is constantly checking his
bug thread and communicates and tries to get those bugs swatted with furious vigor.

Update 10.15 : Bug Fixes:. Update 17.4 : Game Changes Meteorite Cost lowered: 300G > 75G Charon buffed: AI changed, HP
260 > 300 Ending Scene changed. Bug Fixes: Leather shield icon displaying incorrectly. Stats screen showing a red line (one of
the icons). Grammatical errors and typos.. Update 12.0 : Happy holidays knights! I wanted to give you guys a special update for
this holiday season New maps: Crypt-. Update 13.3 : Hotfixes:. Update 17 - Brazilian Portuguese, Battle Items, and more. :
Game Changes -Game is now available in Brazilian Portuguese -New Items: Power Malt and Mana Water. Power Malt: Restores
20hp and increases ATT and DEF by 1 stage. Battle Only. Mana Water: Restores 20 mp and Increases S.ATT and S.DEF by 1
stage. Battle Only. These items are sold by the Innkeeper. -Aeacus buff -- HP 190 > 220 -Charon buff -- Hades Song ACC 55%
> 65% Bug Fixes: - Weapon icons for Rod, Greatsword and Short Sword were not displaying correctly. - Spook's ability was
paralyzing despite having immunity skill. - Defiant ability triggering the wrong animation (GrySlime' ability). - Tartarus Key
displayed the wrong description. - Negative MP bug caused by Torment spell. - Several text errors fixed.. Update 17.1 : Hotfix
-Monster spawning disabled in Crypt entrance. This was causing all sorts of problems.. Update 11.2 : Hotfixes:. Update 13.2 :
Gameplay Changes
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